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  Twelfth Session, Commencing at 11.30 am 

   VINTAGE  WRIST  &  POCKET  WATCHES 

   THE DR V.J.A.FLYNN COLLECTION OF VINTAGE 
SEIKO, OTHER WRISTWATCHES & COSTUME 
JEWELLERY 

     

 3207* 
  Seiko,   a good Seiko Vintage Bullhead mens steel chronograph 
wristwatch. Case reference: 6138-0040. Case serial number 
603057. Working condition. Case, movement, dial and 
bracelet signed.   Overall condition very good to excellent, 
some minor scratches to the case back.   

 $300 

     

 3208* 
  Seiko,   a good Seiko Vintage Bullhead mens steel chronograph 
wristwatch. Case reference: 6138-0040. Case serial number 
609810. Working condition. Case, movement, dial and 
bracelet signed.   Overall condition very good to excellent, 
some scratches to the case back.   

 $300 

     

 3209* 
  Seiko,   a good Seiko Vintage Bullhead mens steel chronograph 
wristwatch. Case reference: 6138-0040. Case serial number 
497412. Working condition. Case, movement, dial and 
bracelet signed.   Overall condition very good to excellent.   

 $300 
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 3210* 
  Seiko,   a good Seiko Vintage Bullhead mens steel chronograph 
wristwatch. Case reference: 6138-0040. Case serial number 
684894. Working condition. Case, movement, dial and 
bracelet signed.   Overall condition very good to excellent.   

 $300 

     

 3211* 
  Seiko,   a good Seiko Vintage Bullhead mens steel chronograph 
wristwatch. Case reference: 6138-0040. Case serial number 
712993. Working condition. Case, movement, dial and 
bracelet signed.   Overall condition very good.   

 $300 

     

 3212* 
  Seiko,   a good Seiko Vintage Bullhead mens steel chronograph 
wristwatch. Case reference: 6138-0040. Case serial number 
683461. Working condition. Case, movement, and dial 
signed.   Overall condition very good.   

 $300 

     

 3213* 
  Seiko,   a good Seiko Vintage Bullhead mens steel chronograph 
wristwatch. Case reference: 6138-0040. Case serial number 
727438. Working condition. Case, movement, dial and 
bracelet signed.   Overall condition very good.   

 $300 
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 3214* 
  Seiko,   a good Seiko Vintage Bullhead mens steel chronograph 
wristwatch. Case reference: 6138-0040. Case serial number 
443361. Working condition. Case, movement, dial and 
bracelet signed.   Overall condition very good but glass 
scratched.   

 $300 

     

 3215* 
  Seiko,   a Seiko Vintage Bullhead mens steel chronograph 
wristwatch. Case reference: 6138-0040. Case serial number 
781129. In running condition. Case, movement and dial 
signed.   Overall condition good but chronograph not 
operating correctly, case back engraved.   

 $300 

     

 3216* 
  Seiko,   a good Seiko Vintage Bullhead mens steel chronograph 
wristwatch. Case reference: 6138-0040. Case serial number 
712364. Working condition. Case, movement, dial and 
bracelet signed.   Overall condition very good to excellent 
but dial luminous discoloured.   

 $300 

     

 3217* 
  Seiko,   a good Seiko Vintage Bullhead mens steel chronograph 
wristwatch. Case reference: 6138-0040. Case serial number 
444827. Working condition. Case, movement, dial and 
bracelet signed.   Overall condition very good but dial 
luminous deeply discoloured and case back scratched.   

 $300 
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 3218* 
  Seiko,   a good Seiko Vintage Bullhead mens steel chronograph 
wristwatch. Case reference: 6138-0040. Case serial number 
581794. Working condition. Case, movement, dial and 
bracelet signed.   Overall condition very good but dial 
luminous discoloured and case back scratched with 1 small 
dent.   

 $300 

     

 3219* 
  Seiko,   a good Seiko Vintage Bullhead mens steel chronograph 
wristwatch. Case reference: 6138-0040. Case serial 
number 581795. Working condition. Case, movement, 
dial and bracelet signed.   Overall condition very good but 
dial luminous discoloured, case back and glass lightly 
scratched.   

 $300 

     

 3220* 
  Seiko,   a good Seiko Vintage Bullhead mens steel chronograph 
wristwatch. Case reference: 6138-0040. Case serial number 
795311. Working condition. Case, movement, dial and 
strap signed.   Overall condition very good but case back 
scratched.   

 $250 

     

 3221* 
  Seiko,   a Seiko Vintage Bullhead mens steel chronograph 
wristwatch. Case reference: 6138-0040. Case serial number 
799898. Working condition. Case, movement, dial signed.   
Overall condition good with deeply toned luminous and 
bezel dented and rubbed.   

 $200 
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   3222 
  Seiko,   a Seiko Vintage Bullhead mens steel chronograph 
wristwatch. Case reference: 6138-0040. Case serial number 
402076. Working condition. Case, movement, dial and 
bracelet signed.   Overall condition fair to good, luminous 
discoloured and glass scratched.   

 $200 

   3223 
  Seiko,   a Seiko Vintage Bullhead mens steel chronograph 
wristwatch. Case reference: 6138-0040. Case serial number 
4D4284. Working condition. Case, movement, dial and strap 
signed.   Overall condition fair to good, glass scratched and 
case back has had engraving removed.   

 $200 

   3224 
  Seiko,   a Seiko Vintage Bullhead mens steel chronograph 
wristwatch. Case reference: 6138-0040. Case serial number 
462438. Running condition but chrono pusher missing. 
Some spotting on the dial. Case, movement and dial signed.   
Overall condition fair.   

 $150 

     

 3225* 
  Seiko,   a good Seiko Vintage calculator slide rule mens 
steel chronograph wristwatch complete with plastic bezel 
indicator. Case reference: 6138-7000. Case serial number 
662144. Working condition. Case, movement, dial and 
bracelet signed.   Overall condition very good, glass lightly 
scratched.   

 $400 

     

 3226* 
  Seiko,   a good Seiko Vintage calculator slide rule mens steel 
chronograph wristwatch. Case reference: 6138-7000. Case 
serial number 693252. Working condition. Case, movement, 
dial and bracelet signed.   Overall condition very good, case 
back and glass lightly scratched.   

 $400 

     

 3227* 
  Seiko,   a good Seiko Vintage calculator slide rule mens steel 
chronograph wristwatch. Case reference: 6138-7000. Case 
serial number 491208. Working condition. Case, movement, 
dial and strap signed.   Overall condition very good.   

 $400 
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 3228* 
  Seiko,   a good Seiko Vintage mens steel chronograph 
wristwatch. Case reference: 6139-8020. Case serial number 
590493. Working condition. Case, movement, dial and 
bracelet signed.   Overall condition very good, chronograph 
recorder hands slightly off alignment.   

 $150 

     

 3229* 
  Seiko,   a very good Seiko Vintage mens gold plated 
chronograph wristwatch. Case reference: 6139-7100. Case 
serial number 2D0075. Working condition. Case, movement, 
dial and bracelet signed.   Overall condition excellent.   

 $150 

     

 3230* 
  Seiko,   a very good Seiko Vintage mens steel chronograph 
wristwatch. Case reference: 6139-7100. Case serial number 
578365. Working condition. Case, movement, dial and 
bracelet signed.   Overall condition very good.   

 $150 

     

 3231* 
  Seiko,   a good Seiko Vintage mens steel chronograph 
wristwatch. Case reference: 6139-7100. Case serial number 
6D5033. Working condition. Case, movement, dial and 
bracelet signed.   Overall condition very good.   

 $150 
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   3232 
  Seiko,   a good Seiko Vintage mens steel chronograph 
wristwatch. Case reference: 6139-7100. Case serial number 
579465. Working condition. Case, movement, dial and 
bracelet signed.   Overall condition good to very good.   

 $150 

   3233 
  Seiko,   a Seiko Vintage mens steel chronograph wristwatch. 
Case reference: 6139-7100. Case serial number 532880. 
Working condition. Case, movement, dial and bracelet 
signed.   Overall condition good.   

 $120 

     

 3234* 
  Seiko,   a good Seiko Vintage mens steel chronograph 
wristwatch. Case reference: 6139-7100. Case serial number 
576142. Working condition. Case, movement, dial and 
bracelet signed.   Overall condition very good.   

 $150 

   3235 
  Seiko,   a Seiko Vintage mens steel chronograph wristwatch. 
Case reference: 6139-7100. Case serial number 6N9238. 
Working condition. Case, movement, dial and strap signed.   
Overall condition good but glass scratched.   

 $150 

     

 3236* 
  Seiko,   a good Seiko Vintage mens steel chronograph 
wristwatch. Case reference: 6139-7100. Case serial number 
6N9495. Working condition. Case, movement, dial and 
bracelet signed.   Overall condition very good but case back 
scratched.   

 $150 

     

 3237* 
  Seiko,   a good Seiko Vintage mens steel chronograph 
wristwatch. Case reference: 6139-7100. Case serial number 
578663. Working condition. Case, movement, dial and 
bracelet signed.   Overall condition very good.   

 $150 
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   3238 
  Seiko,   a Seiko Vintage mens steel chronograph wristwatch. 
Case reference: 6139-7100. Case serial number 576445. 
Working condition. Case, movement, dial and bracelet 
signed.   Overall condition good but case back engraved.   

 $120 

   3239 
  Seiko,   a Seiko Vintage mens steel chronograph wristwatch. 
Case reference: 6139-7100. Case serial number 576472. 
Working condition. Case, movement, dial and bracelet 
signed.   Overall condition good but dial toned and case 
back scratched.   

 $120 

     

 3240* 
  Seiko,   a very good Seiko Vintage mens steel chronograph 
wristwatch. Case reference: 7016-8001. Case serial number 
300267. Working condition. Case, movement, dial and 
bracelet signed.   Overall condition excellent but glass slightly 
scratched.   

 $300 

     

 3241* 
  Seiko,   a very good Seiko Vintage mens steel chronograph 
wristwatch. Case reference: 7016-8001. Case serial number 
3N0116. Working condition. Case, movement, dial and 
bracelet signed.   Overall condition excellent but glass slightly 
scratched.   

 $300 

     

 3242* 
  Seiko,   a good Seiko Vintage mens steel chronograph 
wristwatch. Case reference: 7016-8001. Case serial number 
3N0526. Working condition. Case, movement, dial and 
bracelet signed.   Overall condition very good but glass and 
case back scratched.   

 $150 
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 3243* 
  Seiko,   a Seiko Vintage mens steel chronograph wristwatch. 
Case reference: 6138-0030. Case serial number 4N1454. 
Working condition. Case, movement, dial and strap signed.   
Overall condition very good but glass slightly scratched and 
case back scratched.   

 $150 

   3244 
  Seiko,   a Seiko Vintage mens steel chronograph wristwatch. 
Case reference: 6138-0031. Case serial number 810350. 
Working condition. Case, movement, dial and strap signed.   
Overall condition fair.   

 $100 

   3245 
  Seiko,   Two Seiko Vintage mens steel chronograph 
wristwatches. Case reference: 6138-0030. Case serial 
number 752177 and 720284. One in working condition, 
One watch not working. Case, movement, dial and 1 strap 
signed.   Overall condition fair, one with an excellent bezel 
(working).  (2)  

 $200 

     

 3246* 
  Seiko,   a good Seiko Speedtimer Vintage mens steel 
chronograph wristwatch. Case reference: 6138-0011. Case 
serial number 740403. Working condition. Case, movement, 
dial and bracelet signed.   Overall condition very good.   

 $200 

     

 3247* 
  Seiko,   a very good Seiko Speedtimer Vintage mens steel 
chronograph wristwatch on a later bracelet. Case reference: 
6138-0011. Case serial number 741883. Working condition. 
Case, movement, dial and bracelet signed.   Overall condition 
very good or better.   

 $200 
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 3248* 
  Seiko,   a good Seiko Speedtimer Vintage mens steel 
chronograph wristwatch. Case reference: 6138-0011. Case 
serial number 716062. Working condition. Case, movement 
and dial signed.   Overall condition very good but heavy knock 
to case at edge near #7.   

 $150 

   3249 
  Seiko,   a Seiko Speedtimer Vintage mens steel chronograph 
wristwatch (with faults). Case reference: 6138-0011. Case 
serial number 668823. Not in working condition. Case, 
movement and dial signed.   Overall condition fair only, some 
parts missing sold as is not running.   

 $50 

     

 3250* 
  Seiko,   a very good Seiko Vintage mens steel chronograph 
wristwatch. Case reference: 6138-0011. Case serial number 
528154. Working condition. Case, movement, dial and 
bracelet signed.   Overall condition very good.   

 $150 

     

 3251* 
  Seiko,   a good Seiko Vintage mens steel chronograph 
wristwatch. Case reference: 6138-0011. Case serial number 
676526. Working condition. Case, movement, dial and 
bracelet signed.   Overall condition good, glass scratched.   

 $150 

     

 3252* 
  Seiko,   a good Seiko Vintage mens steel chronograph 
wristwatch. Case reference: 6138-0011. Case serial number 
448748. Working condition. Case, movement, dial and 
bracelet signed.   Overall condition good, glass scratched.   

 $150 
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   3253 
  Seiko,   a good Seiko Vintage mens steel chronograph 
wristwatch. Case reference: 6138-0011. Case serial number 
6D3837. Working condition. Case, movement and dial 
signed.   Overall condition good, glass scratched.   

 $150 

   3254* 
  Seiko,   a good Seiko Vintage mens steel chronograph 
wristwatch. Case reference: 6139-6002. Case serial number 
170474. Working condition. Case, movement, dial and 
bracelet signed.   Overall condition very good but case back 
scratched.   

 $200 

     

 3255* 
  Seiko,   a good Seiko Vintage mens steel chronograph 
wristwatch. Case reference: 6139-6002. Case serial number 
687342. Not working correctly. Watch running but 
chronograph not setting with the pushers. Likely an issue 
with the pushers. Case, movement, dial and bracelet signed.   
Overall condition very good but chronograph function not 
working correctly.   

 $150 

     

 3256* 
  Seiko,   a good Seiko Vintage mens steel chronograph 
wristwatch. Case reference: 6139-6002. Case serial 
number 676608. Working condition. Case, movement, 
dial and bracelet signed.   Overall condition very good but 
chronograph pushers require service as are jammed.   

 $200 

     

 3257* 
  Seiko,   a good Seiko Vintage mens steel chronograph 
wristwatch. Case reference: 6139-6002. Case serial number 
551529. Working condition. Case, movement, dial and strap 
signed.   Overall condition very good.   

 $200 
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 3258* 
  Seiko,   a good Seiko Vintage mens steel chronograph 
wristwatch. Case reference: 6139-6002. Case serial number 
4D9241. Working condition. Case, movement, dial and 
bracelet signed.   Overall condition very good but case back 
scratched.   

 $200 

   3259 
  Seiko,   a Seiko Vintage mens steel chronograph wristwatch. 
Case reference: 6139-6002. Case serial number 696181. Not 
in working condition. Case, movement, dial and bracelet 
signed.   Overall condition fair with glass and case back 
scratched.   

 $50 

     

Lot 3260

 3260* 
  Seiko,   a good Seiko Vintage mens steel chronograph 
wristwatch. Case reference: 6139-6002. Case serial 
number 450254. Working condition but reset button of the 
chronograph not working correctly. Case, movement, dial 
and bracelet signed.   Overall condition very good but not 
working correctly.   

 $200 

     

 3261* 
  Seiko,   a good Seiko Vintage mens steel chronograph 
wristwatch. Case reference: 6139-6002. Case serial number 
237744. Working condition. Case, movement, dial and 
bracelet signed.   Overall condition very good but glass 
scratched.   

 $150 

   3262 
  Seiko,   a Seiko Vintage mens steel chronograph wristwatch. 
Case reference: 6139-6002. Case serial number 554781. 
Movement is running but chronograph not functioning 
correctly. Reset pusher jammed. Case, movement, dial and 
bracelet signed.   Overall condition fair.   

 $100 

     

 3263* 
  Seiko,   a good Seiko Vintage mens steel chronograph 
wristwatch. Case reference: 6138-3003. Case serial number 
818187. Working condition. Case, movement and dial 
signed.   Overall condition good but case back scratched, 
sweep seconds hand not returning exactly to 12.   

 $150 
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 3264* 
  Seiko,   a good Seiko Vintage mens steel chronograph 
wristwatch. Case reference: 6138-3002. Case serial number 
762454. Working condition. Case, movement and dial signed.   
Overall condition excellent but case back scratched.   

 $150 

     

 3265* 
  Seiko,   a good Seiko Vintage mens steel chronograph 
wristwatch. Case reference: 6138-3002. Case serial number 
772583. Working condition. Case, movement and dial 
signed.   Overall condition very good but case back slightly 
dented.   

 $150 

     

 3266* 
  Seiko,   a good Seiko Vintage mens steel chronograph 
wristwatch. Case reference: 6138-3002. Case serial number 
535441. Working condition. Case, movement and dial 
signed.   Overall condition very good.   

 $200 

   3267 
  Seiko,   a good Seiko Vintage mens steel chronograph 
wristwatch. Case reference: 6138-3002. Case serial number 
788805. Working condition but chronograph not functioning 
correctly. Case, movement, dial and bracelet signed.   Overall 
condition very good but chronograph nut functioning 
correctly.   

 $170 

   3268 
  Seiko,   a Seiko Vintage mens steel chronograph wristwatch. 
Case reference: 6138-3002. Case serial number 711654. 
Working condition. Case, movement and dial signed. Overall 
condition good but case back has been engraved.   Chrono 
reset pusher not working.   

 $100 
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 3269* 
  Seiko,   a good Seiko Vintage mens steel chronograph 
wristwatch. Case reference: 6138-8030. Case serial number 
662055. Working condition. Case, movement, dial and 
bracelet signed.   Overall condition very good but case back 
scratched.   

 $150 

     

 3270* 
  Seiko,   a good Seiko Vintage mens steel chronograph 
wristwatch. Case reference: 6138-8030. Case serial number 
691351. Working condition. Case, movement, dial and 
bracelet signed.   Overall condition very good.   

 $170 

     

 3271* 
  Seiko,   a good Seiko Vintage mens steel chronograph 
wristwatch. Case reference: 6138-8030. Case serial number 
792846. Working condition. Case, movement, dial and 
bracelet signed.   Overall condition good but luminous 
discoloured and case back scratched.   

 $150 

   3272 
  Seiko,   two Seiko Vintage mens steel chronograph 
wristwatches. Case reference: 6138-8030 and 6138-8039. 
Case serial number 691043 and 738672. Not in working 
condition. Case, movement and dials signed.   Fair, sold as 
is not working.  (2)  

 $50 
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 3273* 
  Seiko,   a Seiko Vintage mens steel and gold plate chronograph 
wristwatch. Case reference: 6138-8030. Case serial number 
760970. Working condition. Case, movement, dial and 
bracelet signed.   Overall condition good.   

 $100 

   3274 
  Seiko,   a Seiko Vintage mens steel and gold plate chronograph 
wristwatch. Case reference: 6138-8030. Case serial 
number 752674. Working condition. Case, movement, 
dial and bracelet signed.   Overall condition good but glass 
scratched.   

 $100 

   3275 
  Seiko,   three Seiko Vintage mens steel and gold plate 
chronograph wristwatches. Case reference: 6138-8030. Case 
serial number 654069, 686550, 687051. Not in working 
condition. Case, movement, dial and bracelets signed.   
Overall condition fair, sold not working.  (3)  

 $100 

   3276 
  Seiko,   two Seiko Vintage mens steel chronograph 
wristwatches. Case reference: 6138-8020. Case serial 
number 430495 and 600408. The blue dial watch in working 
condition. The silver dial watch not in working condition. 
Case, movement and dial signed.   Overall condition fair or 
better.  (2)  

 $100 

   3277 
  Seiko,   two Seiko Vintage mens steel and gold plated 
chronograph wristwatches. Case reference: 6138-8020. 
Case serial number 6007752 and 200914. Not in working 
condition. Case, movement and dial signed.   Overall 
condition fair.  (2)  

 $100 

     

 3278* 
  Seiko,   a Seiko Vintage mens steel chronograph wristwatch. 
Case reference: 6138-8020. Case serial number 3D0853. 
In working condition. Case, movement, dial and bracelet 
signed.   Overall condition good.   

 $100 

     

 3279* 
  Seiko,   an excellent Seiko Vintage mens steel chronograph 
wristwatch. Case reference: 6139-6012. Case serial number 
524065. In working condition. Case, movement, dial and 
bracelet signed.   Overall condition excellent.   

 $100 
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 3280* 
  Seiko,   a good Seiko Vintage mens steel chronograph 
wristwatch. Case reference: 6139-6012. Case serial number 
550722. In working condition. Case, movement, dial and 
bracelet signed (bracelet of recent manufacture).   Overall 
condition very good, case back slightly scratched.   

 $200 

   3281 

  Seiko,   four Seiko Vintage mens steel and gold plated 
chronograph wristwatches. Case reference: 6139-6012. 
Case serial number 380242, 302208, 571598 and 163756. 
3 watches in running condition but chronograph functions 
with faults. 1 watch not working. Case, movement and dial 
signed.   Overall condition fair.  (4)  

 $100 

     

 3282* 
  Seiko,   a good Seiko Vintage mens steel chronograph 
wristwatch. Case reference: 6139-8002. Case serial number 
167116. In working condition. Case, movement, dial and 
bracelet signed.   Overall condition very good.   

 $150 

   3283 
  Seiko,   a Seiko Vintage mens steel chronograph wristwatch. 
Case reference: 6139-8002. Case serial number 190854. 
In working condition. Case, movement, dial and bracelet 
signed.   Overall condition very good.   

 $150 

 Note dial fi tted to this watch is for a different model 6139-8049. 

    

    

 3284* 
  Seiko,   three Seiko Vintage mens steel chronograph 
wristwatches. These watches have incorrect case backs. The 
two better condition watches are in working condition. Case, 
movement, dial and bracelet signed (1 watch with bracelet).   
Overall condition, 2 watches very good, 1 watch only fair 
and not working.  (3)  

 $200 

   3285 
  Seiko,   a Seiko Vintage mens steel chronograph wristwatch. 
Case Reference 6139-8050. Case serial number 594046 
This watch has an incorrect dial. Gold pushers should be 
steel. The dial is correct to model 6139-8090. In working 
condition. Case, movement, dial and bracelet signed.   Overall 
condition good.   

 $100 
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 3286* 
  Seiko,   two Seiko Vintage mens gold plated chronograph 
wristwatches. Case reference: 7016-5020. Case serial 
number 680696 and 610233. Both in working condition. 
Case, movement, dial and bracelet on one watch signed. 
The second watch case, movement and dial signed.   Overall 
condition fair.   

 $150 

   3287 
  Seiko,   a Seiko Vintage mens steel chronograph wristwatch. 
Case reference: 6139-6020. Case serial number 0N0726. 
In working condition. Case, movement and dial signed.   
Overall condition very good but bezel has come away from 
the case.   

 $100 

   3288 
  Seiko,   a Seiko Vintage mens steel chronograph wristwatch. 
Case reference: 6139-7030. Case serial number 281597. In 
working condition. Case, movement and dial signed.   Overall 
condition good but watch appears to be fi tted with incorrect 
bezel and glass.   

 $50 

     

Lot 3289

 3289* 
  Seiko,   a good Seiko Vintage mens steel chronometer "Hi-
Beat" automatic wristwatch. Case reference: 5626-7100. 
Case serial number 0N0573. In working condition. Case, 
movement and dial signed.   Overall condition good but 
toning to the dial and crown has been replaced with non 
Seiko crown.   

 $200 

   3290 
  Seiko,   a Seiko Vintage mens steel "King Seiko" automatic 
wristwatch. Case reference: 5246-5010. Case serial number 
350305. In working condition. Case, movement, dial and 
bracelet signed.   Overall condition very good.   

 $150 

   3291 
  Seiko,   a Seiko Vintage mens "Presmatic" automatic steel 
wristwatch. Case reference: 5106-7050. Case serial number 
992271. In working condition. Case, movement, dial and 
bracelet signed.   Overall condition very good.   

 $100 

     

 3292* 
  Seiko,   a Seiko Vintage mens "Perpetual Calendar" automatic 
steel wristwatch. Case reference: 7019-6070. Case serial 
number 514045. In working condition. Case, movement, 
dial and bracelet signed.   Overall condition good.   

 $100 

   3293 
  Seiko,   a Seiko Vintage mens "Perpetual Calendar" automatic 
steel wristwatch. Case reference: 7019-6070. Case serial 
number 499891. In working condition. Case, movement, 
dial and bracelet signed.   Overall condition good.   

 $100 

   3294 
  Seiko,   a Seiko Vintage mens "Perpetual Calendar" automatic 
steel wristwatch. Case reference: 7019-6070. Case serial 
number 680151. In working condition. Case, movement 
and dial signed.   Overall condition good.   

 $100 
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 3295 *
  Seiko,   a good Seiko Vintage mens "5" orange dial automatic 
steel wristwatch. Case reference: 6119-6400. Case serial 
number 591092. In working condition. Case, movement, 
dial and bracelet signed.   Overall condition very good.   

 $100 

   3296 
  Seiko,   a good Seiko Vintage mens "5" orange dial automatic 
steel wristwatch. Case reference: 6119-6400. Case serial 
number 941393. In working condition. Case, movement, 
dial and bracelet signed.   Overall condition very good.   

 $100 

     

 3297* 
  Seiko,   a good Seiko Vintage mens "Navigator Timer" 
automatic steel wristwatch. Case reference: 6117-6410. 
Case serial number 335115. In working condition. Case, 
movement, dial and bracelet signed.   Overall condition good 
but 2 fl at spots on case back where it appears engraving has 
been removed.   

 $100 

     

 3298* 
  Seiko,   a good Seiko Vintage mens "Navigator Timer" 
automatic steel wristwatch. Case reference: 6117-6410. 
Case serial number 471635. In working condition. Case, 
movement, dial and bracelet signed.   Overall condition very 
good.   

 $150 

     

 3299* 
  Seiko,   a good Seiko Vintage mens "World Time" automatic 
steel wristwatch. Case reference: 6117-6400. Case serial 
number 3D0149. In working condition. Case, movement, 
dial and bracelet signed.   Overall condition good to very 
good.   

 $150 
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   3300 
  Seiko,   a good Seiko Vintage mens "World Time" automatic 
steel wristwatch. Case reference: 6117-6400. Case serial 
number 6D0006. In working condition. Case, movement, 
dial and strap signed.   Overall condition good to very 
good.   

 $150 

   3301 
  Seiko,   a good Seiko Vintage mens "World Time" automatic 
steel wristwatch. Case reference: 6117-6400. Case serial 
number 392657. In working condition. Case, movement and 
dial signed.   Overall condition good to very good.   

 $100 

     

 3302* 
  Seiko,   a good Seiko Vintage mens "Bell-Matic" automatic 
steel wristwatch. Case reference: 4006-6011. Case serial 
number 250356. In working condition. Case, movement, 
dial and bracelet signed.   Overall condition very good but 
glass lightly scratch.   

 $150 

     

 3303* 
  Seiko,   a good Seiko Vintage mens "Bell-Matic" automatic 
gold plated wristwatch. Case reference: 4006-6011. 
Case serial number 350200. In working condition. Case, 
movement, dial and bracelet signed.   Overall condition very 
good but dial lightly toned.   

 $150 

     

 3304* 
  Seiko,   a very good Seiko Vintage mens "Bell-Matic" 
automatic steel wristwatch. Case reference: 4006-7002. 
Case serial number 210024. In working condition. Case, 
movement, dial and bracelet signed.   Overall condition very 
good.   

 $200 
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 3305* 
  Seiko,   a very good Seiko Vintage mens "Bell-Matic" 
automatic steel and gold plate wristwatch. Case reference: 
4006-7002. Case serial number 472909. In working 
condition. Case, movement, dial and bracelet signed.   Overall 
condition very good.   

 $200 

   3306 
  Seiko,   a Seiko Vintage mens "Bell-Matic" automatic steel and 
gold plate wristwatch. Case reference: 4006-7002. Case serial 
number 489402. In working condition. Case, movement, dial 
and bracelet signed.   Overall condition almost good.   

 $100 

   3307 
  Seiko,   a Seiko Vintage mens "Bell-Matic" automatic gold 
plated wristwatch. Case reference: 4006-7002. Case serial 
number 219016. In running condition but alarm not working 
correctly. Case, movement and dial signed.   Overall condition 
only fair.   

 $50 

     

 3308* 
  Seiko,   a good Seiko Vintage mens "Bell-Matic" automatic 
steel and gold plate wristwatch. Case reference: 4006-6031. 
Case serial number 103084. In working condition. Case, 
movement, dial and bracelet signed.   Overall condition very 
good but dial slightly toned.   

 $200 

   3309 
  Seiko,   a Seiko Vintage mens "Bell-Matic" automatic steel and 
gold plate wristwatch. Case reference: 4006-6031. Case serial 
number 390201. In working condition. Case, movement, 
dial and bracelet signed.   Overall condition fair but with an 
excellent dial and bracelet.   

 $100 

     

Lot 3310
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 3310* 
  Seiko,   an excellent Seiko Vintage mens "Bell-Matic" 
automatic steel wristwatch. Case reference: 4006-6040. 
Case serial number 401607. In working condition. Case, 
movement, dial and bracelet signed.   Overall condition 
excellent almost new old stock.   

 $300 

   3311 
  Seiko,   a good Seiko Vintage mens "Bell-Matic" automatic 
steel wristwatch. Case reference: 4006-6040. Case serial 
number 601237. In working condition. Case, movement, 
dial and bracelet signed.   Overall condition very good but 
glass scratched.   

 $150 

     

 3312* 
  Seiko,   a very good Seiko Vintage mens "Bell-Matic" 
automatic steel wristwatch. Case reference: 4006-6040. 
Case serial number 6N0805. In working condition. Case, 
movement, dial and bracelet signed.   Overall condition very 
good but the case back scratched.   

 $200 

     

 3313* 
  Seiko,   a very good Seiko Vintage mens "Bell-Matic" 
automatic steel wristwatch. Case reference: 4006-6040. 
Case serial number 4N4869. In working condition. Case, 
movement, dial and bracelet signed.   Overall condition very 
good.   

 $200 

   3314 
  Seiko,   a very good Seiko Vintage mens "Bell-Matic" 
automatic steel wristwatch. Case reference: 4006-6040. 
Case serial number 2D0819. In working condition. Case, 
movement, dial and bracelet signed.   Overall condition very 
good.   

 $200 

   3315 
  Seiko,   a Seiko Vintage mens "Bell-Matic" automatic gold 
plated wristwatch. Case reference: 4006-6040. Case serial 
number 770556. In working condition. Case, movement, dial 
and bracelet signed. Overall condition fair to good.   Plating 
worn and glass scratched.   

 $50 
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 3316* 
  Seiko,   a very good Seiko Vintage mens "Bell-Matic" 
automatic steel wristwatch. Case reference: 4006-6060. 
Case serial number 550921. In working condition. Case, 
movement, dial and bracelet signed.   Overall condition very 
good to excellent but glass lightly scratched.   

 $150 

     

 3317* 
  Seiko,   a very good Seiko Vintage mens "Bell-Matic" 
automatic gold plated wristwatch. Case reference: 4006-
6060. Case serial number 712008. In working condition. 
Case, movement, dial and bracelet signed.   Overall condition 
very good to excellent but glass very lightly scratched.   

 $150 

   3318 
  Seiko,   two Seiko Vintage mens "Bell-Matic" automatic gold 
plated wristwatches. Case reference: 4006-6060. Case serial 
number 5N0109 (working) and 720075 (not working). Case, 
movement, dial and bracelet signed.   Overall condition fair 
or better.  (2)  

 $100 

     

 3319* 
  Seiko,   a very good Seiko Divers 300m Vintage quartz mens 
"So called TUNA" wristwatch. Case reference: 7549-7010. 
Case serial number 930882. In working condition. Case, 
movement, dial and strap signed.   Overall condition very 
good.   

 $400 

     

 3320* 
  Seiko,   a good Seiko Divers 150m Vintage automatic mens 
"Captain Willard" wristwatch. Case reference: 6105-8110. 
Case serial number 450104 with movement calibre 6105B 
. Not in working condition but movement looks ok. Case, 
movement and dial signed.   Overall condition "used", 
winding crown not locking.   

 $300 
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 3321* 
  Seiko,   a good Seiko Divers 150m Vintage automatic 
mens wristwatch. Case reference: 6105-8110. Case serial 
number 530560 with movement calibre 6105B. In working 
condition with nice movement. Fitted with later bezel. Dial 
has reference 6105-8009T. Case, movement and dial signed.   
Overall condition very good.   

 $300 

     

 3322* 
  Seiko,   a good Seiko Divers 150m Vintage automatic mens 
wristwatch. Case reference: 6309-7040. Case serial number 
190158. In working condition. Case, movement and dial 
signed.   Overall condition good but glass scratched.   

 $150 

     

 part

3323* 
  Seiko,   four Seiko Divers 150m Vintage automatic mens 
wristwatches. Case reference: 6309-7040. Case serial 
numbers 381621, 102015, 781316, and 171846. Not in 
working condition (one with missing crown will run). Case, 
movement and dials signed.   Overall condition fair.  (4)  

 $100 

     

 3324* 
  Seiko,   a very good Seiko Divers 70m Vintage automatic mens 
wristwatch. Case reference: 6119-6053. Case serial number 
056776. In working condition. Case, movement and dial 
signed.   Overall condition very good.   

 $200 
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 3325* 
  Seiko,   a good Seiko Divers 150m Vintage automatic mens 
wristwatch. Case reference: 6309-7290. Case serial number 
723036. (dial fi tted has reference 6309-704LT). In working 
condition. Case, movement and dial signed.   Overall 
condition very good to excellent.   

 $150 

   3326 
  Seiko,   fi ve Seiko Divers 150m Vintage automatic mens 
wristwatches. Case reference: 6309-7290. Case serial 
numbers 562558, 2D0228, 6N0013, 281414 and 531062. 
Not in working condition (they will all tick over). Case, 
movement and dials signed.   Overall condition fair.  (5)  

 $100 

   3327 
  Seiko,   fi ve Seiko Divers 150m Vintage automatic mens 
wristwatches. Case reference: 6309-7290. Case serial 
numbers 3D1295, 410842, 4N1489, 450072 and 430477. 
Not in working condition. Case, movement and dials signed.   
Overall condition poor to fair.  (5)  

 $100 

   3328 
  Seiko,   a Seiko Divers 150m Vintage automatic mens 
wristwatch. Case reference: 6306-7001. Case serial number 
7D0518. Not in working condition. Case, movement and 
dial signed.   Overall condition fair.   

 $50 

     

 3329* 
  Seiko,   a good Seiko Divers 150m Vintage quartz mens 
wristwatch. Case reference: 7548-7008. Case serial number 
830735. In working condition (requires battery). Case, 
movement and dial signed.   Overall condition very good to 
excellent.   

 $100 

     

 3330* 
  Seiko,   a good Seiko Divers 200m Vintage automatic mens 
wristwatch. Case reference: 7S26-7020. Case serial number 
070030. In working condition. Case, movement, dial and 
bracelet signed.   Overall condition excellent.   

 $70 
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   3331 
  Seiko,   a good Seiko Divers 200m Vintage automatic mens 
wristwatch. Case reference: 7S26-7020. Case serial number 
000119. In working condition. Case, movement, dial and 
bracelet signed.   Overall condition very good (scratches to 
glass) otherwise excellent.   

 $70 

     

 3332* 
  Seiko,   a good Seiko Divers 200m Vintage automatic mens 
wristwatch. Case reference: 7S26-7020. Case serial number 
070030. In working condition. Case, movement, dial and 
strap signed.   Overall condition excellent (almost new).   

 $70 

   3333 
  Seiko,   a good Seiko Divers 200m Vintage automatic mens 
wristwatch. Case reference: 7S26-7020. Case serial number 
870069. In working condition. Case, movement and dial 
signed.   Overall condition very good but glass scratched.   

 $50 

     

 3334* 
  Seiko,   a good Seiko Divers 200m Vintage automatic mens 
wristwatch. Case reference: 7S26-7029. Case serial number 
6N0196. In working condition. Case, movement, dial and 
bracelet signed.   Overall condition excellent with a few tiny 
scratches to the glass.   

 $70 

   3335 
  Seiko,   a good Seiko Divers 200m Vintage automatic mens 
wristwatch. Case reference: 7S26-7029. Case serial number 
6N0237. In working condition. Case, movement, dial and 
strap signed.   Overall condition excellent.   

 $70 

   3336 
  Seiko,   three good Seiko Divers 150m Vintage automatic (Mid 
Size) mens wristwatches. Case reference: 4205-0150. Case 
serial number 2D0072, 2D0222 and 5N0145. In working 
condition. Case, movement and dial signed.   Two watches 
on rubber straps in excellent condition, one watch good but 
scratches to the glass.  (3)  

 $100 

   3337 
  Seiko,   two good Seiko Divers 150m Vintage automatic 
(Mid Size) mens wristwatches. Case reference: 4205-015B. 
Case serial number 5D0112 and 2D0528. One in working 
condition.   Case, movement and dial signed, one in very good 
condition, one poor.  (2)  

 $50 
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Part

 3338* 
  Seiko,   three Seiko Divers 150m Vintage automatic womens 
wristwatches. Case reference: 4205-0140. Case serial number 
590160, 590071 and 4N0071 . Two in working condition. 
One not working. Case, movement and dial signed.   Two in 
excellent condition, one watch good but scratches to the 
glass.  (3)  

 $100 

     

 part

3339 *
  Seiko,   three Seiko Divers 150m Vintage automatic womens 
wristwatches. Case reference: 2205-4090. Case serial number 
080394, 022641 and 080712. Two in working condition. 
One not working. Case, movement and dial signed.   One on 
brown strap in working condition but with scratched glass 
and damaged case back, one watch on black strap good but 
scratches to the glass and not working, one on bracelet in 
working condition but with scratched glass.  (3)  

 $100 

     

 3340* 
  Seiko,   a very good Seiko Divers 150m Vintage automatic 
womens wristwatch. Case reference: 2205-4090. Case serial 
number 080260. In working condition. Case, movement, 
dial and strap signed.   In very good condition.   

 $100 

        

 3341* 
  Seiko,   two Seiko Divers 100m Vintage automatic mens 
wristwatches. Case reference: 6309-730A and 6309-730B. 
Case serial number 2D0122 and 590100. In working 
condition. Case, movement, dial and bracelet signed.   In very 
good condition.  (2)  

 $100 
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 3342* 
  Seiko,   two good Seiko Vintage Sports automatic mens 
wristwatches. Case reference: 6119-6023. Case serial number 
197963 and 570684. In working condition. Case, movement 
and dial signed.   In very good condition (one with scratched 
case back).  (2)  

 $150 

      

 3343* 
  Seiko,   a good Seiko Vintage Sports automatic mens 
wristwatch. Case reference: 6119-6023. Case serial number 
194803. In working condition. Case, movement, dial and 
bracelet signed; plus another, same reference (for parts).   In 
very good condition but with case back scratched.  (2)  

 $100 

   3344 
  Seiko,   four Seiko Vintage Sports automatic mens wristwatches.   
Three working and one for parts.  (4)  

 $150 

   3345 
  Seiko,   ten Seiko Vintage quartz mens wristwatches.   Working 
condition unknown.  (10)  

 $100 

   3346 
  Seiko,   six Seiko Vintage sports quartz mens wristwatches.   
Working condition unknown.  (6)  

 $50 

   3347 
  Seiko,   six Seiko Vintage quartz sports chronograph mens 
wristwatches.   Working condition unknown.  (6)  

 $50 

   3348 
  Seiko,   twelve Seiko Vintage automatic mens wristwatches.   
Mostly in working condition.  (12)  

 $50 

   3349 
  Seiko,   eight Seiko Vintage automatic mens wristwatches.   
Mostly in working condition.  (8)  

 $50 

   3350 
  Seiko,   three Seiko Vintage mens wristwatches.   Two 
automatic in working condition, one electronic condition 
unknown.  (3)  

 $50 

   3351 
  Seiko,   eleven Seiko Vintage mens automatic wristwatches.   
Mostly in working condition.  (11)  

 $50 

   3352 
  Seiko,   six Seiko Vintage mens wristwatches.   Automatic and 
mostly in working condition.  (6)  

 $50 

   3353 
  Seiko,   seven Seiko Vintage quartz sports chronograph mens 
wristwatches.   Working condition unknown.  (7)  

 $50 

   3354 
  Seiko,   two Seiko Vintage manual mens wristwatches.   In 
working condition.  (2)  

 $50 

   3355 
  Seiko,   fi fteen Seiko Vintage mens wristwatches.   Automatic 
and mostly in working condition.  (15)  

 $100 

   3356 
  Seiko,   sixteen Seiko Vintage mens wristwatches.   Automatic 
and mostly in working condition.  (16)  

 $100 
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   3357 
  Seiko,   twenty Seiko Vintage mens wristwatches.   Automatic 
and mostly in working condition.  (20)  

 $150 

   3358 
  Seiko,   twenty Seiko Vintage mens wristwatches.   Automatic 
and mostly in working condition.  (20)  

 $150 

   3359 
  Seiko,   twenty Seiko Vintage mens wristwatches.   Automatic 
and mostly in working condition.  (20)  

 $150 

   3360 
  Seiko,   eighteen Seiko Vintage mens wristwatches.   Automatic 
and mostly in working condition.  (18)  

 $150 

   3361 
  Seiko,   seven Seiko Vintage mens wristwatches.   Automatic 
and mostly in working condition.  (7)  

 $50 

   3362 
  Seiko,   fi ve Seiko Vintage mens wristwatches.   Automatic and 
mostly in working condition.  (5)  

 $150 

   3363 
  Seiko,   three Seiko Vintage mens wristwatches.   Automatic 
and mostly in working condition.  (3)  

 $50 

   3364 
  Seiko,   fi ve Seiko Vintage mens wristwatches.   Automatic and 
mostly in working condition.  (5)  

 $50 

   3365 
  Seiko,   three Seiko Vintage mens wristwatches.   Automatic 
and mostly in working condition.  (3)  

 $50 

   3366 
  Seiko,   fi ve Seiko Vintage mens wristwatches.   Automatic and 
mostly in working condition.  (5)  

 $50 

   3367 
  Seiko,   six Seiko Vintage mens wristwatches.   Automatic and 
mostly in working condition.  (6)  

 $50 

   3368 
  Seiko,   four Seiko Vintage mens wristwatches.   Automatic and 
mostly in working condition.  (4)  

 $50 

   3369 
  Seiko,   four Seiko Vintage mens wristwatches.   Automatic and 
mostly in working condition.  (4)  

 $50 

   3370 
  Seiko,   twenty Seiko Vintage womens wristwatches.   Manual 
and automatic and majority in working condition.  (20)  

 $50 

   3371 
  Seiko,   twenty Seiko Vintage womens wristwatches.   Manual 
and automatic and majority in working condition.  (20)  

 $50 

   3372 
  Omega,   an Omega Vintage steel mens wristwatch bracelet. 
Bracelet reference 1069 circa 1970s.   In excellent almost 
unused condition, length 16cm approx, no end pieces.   

 $50 

   3373 
  Seiko,   fourteen Seiko Vintage mens steel wristwatch 
bracelets. Mixed models and references.   Mostly in unused 
condition.  (14)  

 $140 

   3374 
  Seiko,   twenty Seiko Vintage mens steel wristwatch bracelets. 
Mixed models and references.   Mostly in unused condition.  
(20)  

 $150 

   3375 
  Seiko,   twenty six Seiko Vintage mens steel wristwatch 
bracelets. Mixed models and references.   Mostly in unused 
condition.  (26)  

 $200 

   3376 
  Seiko,   twenty three Seiko Vintage mens steel wristwatch 
bracelets. Mixed models and references.   Mostly in unused 
condition.  (23)  

 $150 

   3377 
  Seiko,   Fourteen Seiko Vintage mens (13) and womens (1) 
gold plated and gold plated and steel wristwatch bracelets. 
Mixed models and references.   Mostly in unused condition.  
(14)  

 $100 

   3378 
  Seiko,   eleven Seiko Vintage mens wristwatch rubber straps 
and leather straps. Mixed models and references.   All in 
unused condition.  (11)  

 $50 

   3379 
  Seiko,   a box of Seiko Vintage mens and womens steel, gold 
plated and gold plated and steel wristwatch bracelets and 
parts.   Mostly incomplete, good for repairs and restoration, 
in used condition.  (lot)  

 $50 

   3380 
  Seiko,   twenty nine Seiko Vintage divers mens and womens 
wristwatch bezels. Mixed models and references.   In used 
condition.  (29)  

 $50 

   3381 
  Seiko,   eleven Seiko Vintage chronograph mens wristwatch 
bezels mostly for bullhead. 40mm approx. Mixed models 
and references.   In used condition.  (11)  

 $50 
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   3382 
  Seiko,   seventeen Seiko Vintage chronograph mens wristwatch 
bezels. Seven blue/red bezels 39mm approx. Mixed models 
and references.   In used condition.  (17)  

 $50 

   3383 
  Seiko,   thirteen Seiko Vintage mens wristwatch bezels. Mixed 
models and references.   In unused condition.  (13)  

 $50 

   3384 
  Seiko,   eight excellent Seiko Vintage mens chronograph 
wristwatch bezels. Mixed models and references including 
speedtimer.   In unused condition.  (8)  

 $50 

   3385 
  Seiko,   two Seiko Vintage mens and womens divers 
wristwatch bezels. Mixed models and references.   In unused 
condition.  (2)  

 $50 

   3386 
  Seiko,   a container of Seiko Vintage mens and womens 
wristwatch glasses. Mixed models and references.   Appear 
to be virtually all in unused condition.  (lot)  

 $50 

   3387 
  Seiko,   a container of Seiko Vintage mens wristwatch dials. 
Mixed models and references.   Ranging in unused and used 
condition.  (lot)  

 $50 

   3388 
  Seiko,   a container of Seiko Vintage mens and womens 
wristwatch parts, dials and other material. Mixed models 
and references.   In used condition.  (lot)  

 $50 

   3389 
  Bulova,   two Bulova 1970s automatic steel and gold plated 
wristwatches. The gold plated watch in working condition. 
The steel watch not in working condition. Steel: Case, 
movement, dial signed. Gold Plated Case, movement, dial 
and bracelet signed.   Overall condition good but one watch 
not working.  (2)  

 $50 

          

3390* 
  Citizen,   two Citizen 1960s - 1970s automatic chronograph 
steel wristwatches. Case reference: 67-9356 and 67-9011, in 
working condition but chronograph function not working 
correctly. Chrono reset pusher not working. Case, movement 
and dial signed. Plus bracelet on second watch signed Citizen.   
Overall condition very good to excellent but reset pusher 
not depressing.  (2)  

 $200 

   3391 
  Citizen,   four Citizen mens automatic wristwatches including 
a Leopard Super beat 10 with 28 jewels.   3 watches in 
working condition.  (4)  

 $50 

     

 3392* 
  Gruen,   a good Gruen "Veri-Thin" 1940s mens solid 18k 
yellow gold wristwatch. Case reference: 26 , movement serial 
number B539671, calibre 420, in working condition. Case, 
movement, dial and strap signed.   Overall condition very 
good to excellent, watch diameter 33mm approx.   

 $300 
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   3393 
  Lever 7,   fi ve vintage Lever 7 Japanese watches from the 1960s 
- 1970s 4 automatic steel mens wristwatches and 1 ladies 
wristwatch. All in working condition. Case, movement, dial 
and bracelet signed.   Overall condition very close to New 
Old Stock.  (5)  

 $50 

   3394 
  Longines,   Tissot, Titus and Norexa, four watches from the 
1960s - 1970s. 3 automatic and 1 manual. 3 gold plated 
and 1 steel. All 4 in working condition.   Overall condition 
fair to very good.  (4)  

 $50 

     

 3395* 
  Lucina,   a good Lucina 1950s-1960s mens solid 18k pink 
gold wristwatch. Case serial number 705317, calibre eta 
2452 , in working condition. Case, movement and dial 
signed.   Overall condition very good with toned dial, watch 
diameter 33mm approx.   

 $300 

     

Lot 3396

 3396* 
  Omega,   a good Omega 1960s Flightmaster mens steel 
chronograph wristwatch ( yellow hand type). Case reference: 
145.013. Calibre 910. Movement serial number 31,633,928 
(circa 1969) in working condition. Fitted with later bracelet 
reference 1162/1/172. Case, movement, dial and bracelet 
signed.   Overall condition very good, total length of watch 
and bracelet 20cm approx.   

 $1,500 

     

 3397* 
  Omega,   a good Omega 1960s Seamaster Automatic mens 
steel wristwatch. Case reference: 166.003 , Calibre 562. 
Movement serial number 22,767,985 (circa 1965) in 
working condition. Case, movement and dial signed.   Overall 
condition very good or better.   

 $300 

     

 3398* 
  Omega,   an Omega 1970s Seamaster Automatic mens steel 
wristwatch, (Calibre 1012 Movement) in working condition. 
Case, movement and dial signed.   Overall condition fair to 
good.   

 $150 

   3399 
  Omega,   an Omega 1960s Geneve manual mens gold fi lled 
wristwatch. Case reference 136.041 , Calibre 613. Movement 
serial number 27,847,896 (circa 1968) in working condition. 
Case, movement and dial signed; also ladies Geneve manual 
watch.   Overall condition fair to good.  (2)  

 $100 
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 3400* 
  Tudor,   a good Tudor Prince Oyster-Date Automatic mens 
steel wristwatch on original Rolex bracelet. Case reference: 
9050/0, case serial number 710,474, in working condition. 
Case, movement and dial signed Tudor. Bracelet signed 
Rolex. (bracelet reference 7835/19 dated 2/71 with 261 end 
pieces).   Overall condition very good, total length of watch 
and bracelet 18cm approx.   

 $400 

   3401 
  Swiss and Japanese,   seven assorted mens automatic and 
manual wristwatches including Oris.   In mostly working 
condition.  (7)  

 $50 

   3402 
  Clocks and watches,   four assorted clocks and watches 
including 2 solid silver pocket watches.   Fine.  (4)  

 $50 

   3403 
  Costume jewellery,   a quantity of silver (not tested) rings, 
pendants and chains (tot wt 680g approx).   Very fi ne - 
extremely fi ne.  (lot)  

 $200 

   3404 
  Costume jewellery,   bangles and pendants of semi-precious 
stones.   Very fi ne - extremely fi ne.  (lot)  

 $50 

   3405 
  Costume jewellery,   a quantity of loose semi-precious stones.   
Very fi ne - extremely fi ne.  (lot)  

 $50 

   3406 
  Costume jewellery,   a quantity of necklaces containing semi-
precious stones.   Very fi ne - extremely fi ne.  (lot)  

 $50 

   OTHER  PROPERTIES 

     

 3407* 
  Gent's,   chronograph calendar pocket watch, Swiss Made, 
gold casing (14ct, tot wt of watch 82.5g), top wind, white 
pocelain dial with two registers and sweep seconds hand, 
black and red Arabic numerals, black metal hands, gold dust 
cover.   Not running, otherwise very fi ne condition.   

 $600 

 Ex H.Owsinski Collection. 

     

 3408* 
  Gent's hunter pocket watch,   by American Watch Co, 
Waltham, Massachusetts, tested as 9ct gold (tot wt 100g), 
white dial with black Roman numerals and gold hands, 
seconds dial with Arabic numerals, machine turned case 
with shield inside garter on lid, key wind, inside front and 
back lid and inside works cover lid all marked F3191 and 
3191 impressed on rim near works, works cover inscribed, 
'L.G.Brogden/9.8.08.  ' In unofficial box, appears to be 
working, fi ne.   

 $500 
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 3409* 
  Gent's pocket watch,   Elgin, full hunter, gold (10ct) Keystone 
casing No.4737781, total weight of watch (94.6g), top wind, 
white undamaged porcelain dial with subsidiary seconds 
hand, black Roman numerals and hands, gold dust cover, 
Elgin seven jewels signed movement No.9985180.   In working 
order but not checked for accuracy, extremely fi ne.   

 $500 
 Ex H.Owsinski Collection. 

     

 3410* 
  Military pocket watch,   Omega, WWI, 52mm nickel casing, 
open face, top wind, white porcelain undamaged dial with 
subsidiary seconds hand, black and luminous numerals and 
hands, back stamped 'G.S.T.P./Y23911', snap back signed 
case No.1140, Omega signed movement No.9994589, part 
chain attached.   In working condition but not checked for 
accuracy, very fi ne.   

 $250 
 Ex H.Owsinski Collection. 

   3411 
  Gent's silver hunter pocket watch,   c1930, back key wind, 
engine turned case (52mm) with hallmark for London 1929, 
initials engraved on front, white enamel dial, black Roman 
numerals, black metal hands including a subsidiary seconds 
hand, dial and movement signed G.Crisp, Melbourne, 
movement number 5626.   In running order but not checked 
for accuracy, with key, very fi ne.   

 $200 

 Ex Ian T.Cummins Collection, Noble Numismatics Sale 113C (lot 4140). 

     

 3412* 
  Gent's pocket watch,   c1919, Hebdomas 8 Days, top wind, 
open face with skeleton window at bottom, bronzed silver 
case (53mm), white enamel dial with fl oral decoration, black 
Roman numerals and hands, spring Breguet lever movement.   
Some loss of enamel at right edge, not working, otherwise 
good fi ne.   

 $150 

   3413 
  Elgin,   half hunter pocket watch, in 10K gold plate, white dial 
with black Arabic numerals 1-12 and inside a second row 
of numerals 13-24, with seconds sub dial, also with black 
Arabic numerals, with attractive gold plated fob chain.   Not 
tested but appears to be working, very fi ne.   

 $100 

 Ex Spink Noble Sale 44 (lot 802). 

   3414 
  Hunter pocket watch,   in sterling silver by Stewart Dawson 
& Co, Liverpool and London, hallmarked for Birmingham 
1889, white dial with Roman numerals, gold hands, separate 
seconds dial with Arabic numeral and black indicator, 
keywind, the key is attached to the watch bow with an 
expandable sterling silver snake ring, machine turned case 
with garter and shield on lid.   Appears to be working, the 
bow is attached to the watch crown using a pin, wear and 
scuffi ng to the case, otherwise fi ne.   

 $60 
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 3415* 
  Ladies gold pocket watch,   c1880, open face (18ct, tot wt 
34.5g, 37mm), by HL, case No. 79075, back key wind, 
ornate engine turned lake scene on back, gold dial with black 
Roman numerals and hands, standard ebauche movement 
signed D.F. & Co. (Dimier Freres & Co.) with metal dust 
cover, together with gold fancy link fob chain (9ct, 8.6g, 
34cm), key attached.   In working order but not checked for 
accuracy, slight fading on dial, very fi ne, in a contemporary 
case.   

 $600 

 Ex Ian T.Cummins Collection, Noble Numismatics Sale 113C (lot 4122). 

     

 3416* 
  Gent's wristwatch,   Omega Constellation Electronic f300Hz, 
c1970s, case with rolled gold top and stainless steel back 
(45x38mm), gold dial, hands and baton markers, red sweep 
seconds hand with date at 3 o'clock, dark brown leather 
bracelet.   Minor scratches, otherwise extremely fine, in 
working condition but not tested for accuracy.   

 $300 

   3417 
  Gent's wristwatch,   Omega, c1980s, Seamaster, gold top 
(33mm), stainless steel back, quartz movement, sweep 
seconds hand, cream coloured dial with gold coloured baton 
numerals and hands, date window at 3 o'clock.   Not running, 
presentation 40 years service from Commonwealth Banking 
Corporation, engraved on watch back, otherwise very fi ne, 
in an Omega leatherette box.   

 $180 

     

 3418* 
  Marco Valentino ladies wristwatch,   quartz Swiss EB, black 
dial, seconds hand, gold Roman numerals, gold plated 
with matching multilink chain bracelet, reverse marked, 
'18K Gold Electro Plated/M/Marco Valentino/Swiss EB./R-
961205/3ATM Water Resistant'.   In original Marco Valentino 
case, requires new battery, nearly as new.   

 $70 
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   3419 
  Gent's wristwatch,   Omega Constellation, stainless steel, 
quartz movement, 33mm head, cream dial with date at 
3'oclock, sweep seconds hand and stainless steel baton 
numerals, original Omega stainless steel adjustable bracelet.   
Very fi ne, not working, may just need a new battery.   

 $70 

   PAINTINGS 

     

 3420 
  English School,   early 18th century, portrait of a young lady, 
(Christiana Lady Stanley), possibly a wedding portrait, 
family crest of Stanley Earl of Derby to left, originally oval 
but restored to the present dimensions by Edward Façon 
Watson, Picadilly, c.1860s, (100cm x 85cm).   Very fi ne.   

 $500 

 Please note: No mail out for this lot, collection only from the Sydney 
Offi ce. 

     

 3421 
  English School,   late 17th - early 18th century, portrait of a 
gentleman in armour, in the manner of William III by Peter 
Lely, frame restored by George William Rodway, c.1915, 
(93cm x 78cm).   Very fi ne.   

 $500 

 Please note: No mail out for this lot, collection only from the Sydney 
Offi ce. 

     

 3422 
  English School,   late 18th - early 19th century, harbour scene 
of a fortifi ed town with lighthouse, ships of the line at anchor 
and a private sailing vessel in the foreground, (104cm x 
83cm).   Very fi ne.   

 $500 

 Please note: No mail out for this lot, collection only from the Sydney 
Offi ce. 

   3423 
  English School,   early-mid 19th century, stables portrait of a 
bay stallion, signed J T Horn?, (66cm x 53cm).   Very fi ne.   

 $200 

 Please note: No mail out for this lot, collection only from the Sydney 
Offi ce. 
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 3424* 
  Lindsay,   Norman, oil on canvas, 46cm x 32cm, study for "The Amazons" (1939).   Unframed, unsigned, in original 
condition.   

 $25,000 

 This original study features Dorothy Hall (a model used by Lindsay). The fi gure appears as the top left fi gure in the fi nal composition of "The Amazons". 
Acquired directly from the artist, thence by descent.

    3425 
  Gould,   John, Birds of New Guinea, Gymnophaps poecilorrhoa, (Rusty-banded fruit-pigeon), original hand-coloured lithograph, 
heightened with gum-arabic, 530x350mm, Walter Imp, [1875-88], framed, overall size, 720x550mm; another, Carpophaga 
Van-Wyckii, (Van Wyck's Fruit pigeon), original hand-coloured lithograph, heightened with gum-arabic, 530x350mm, 
Mintern Bros Imp, [1875-88], framed, overall size, 720x550mm; another, Pachycephala Collaris, (Golden Whistler), original 
hand-coloured lithograph, heightened with gum-arabic, 530x350mm, Mintern Bros Imp, [1875-88], framed, overall size, 
720x550mm.   The last with framing glass broken, otherwise very fi ne.  (3)  

 $300 

 Please note: No mail out for this lot, collection only from the Sydney Offi ce. 

   3426 
  Japanese paintings on rice paper,   various sizes, featuring fl owers, water scenes, houses, village, birds and mountains, all with 
artist's red seal stamp at base.   A few with some light foxing, otherwise very fi ne.  (10)  

 $50 

   DOCUMENTS 

   3427 
  Great Britain,   Bedford, Articles of Agreement for a Lease dated 7 January 1734, a 3-page fold over thick paper document 
from Mr Thomas Smyth of Sharpenhoe (a manor) in Parish of Streatley, County of Bedford, gentleman and Ashton Field 
of Mepsall in County of Bedford and in County of Hertford, yeoman, signed under seal by Ashton Feild and with witness 
signatures and impressed duty stamps.   Tears on most folds, otherwise good and a scarce document written during the reign 
of King George II.   

 $50 
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   3428 
  Great Britain,   Somerset, Indenture of Release dated 24 June 
1800, for sale of messuages, cottages or dwelling house, 
orchards and premises, a large vellum document between 
Thomas Ricketts of West Knoyle, brother and heir of 
Nathaniel Ricketts late of Barwick in County of Somerset 
and William Willmonton of Stafford in Parish of Barwick, 
yeoman, signed under seal by Thomas Ricketts and with 
various other signatures, endorsements and affi xed duty 
stamps and government stampings.   Some foxing on outside, 
otherwise good fi ne.   

 $50 

   3429 
  Great Britain,   Oxford, Indenture of Conveyance dated 23 
April 1802, for premises in Banbury, Oxford, a large 2-
page vellum document between Richard Fairfax, yeoman to 
Richard Roberts, wine merchant and trustee and his brother, 
John Roberts, leather cutter, signed under seal with the mark 
of Richard Fairfax, with witness signatures and affi xed duty 
stamps and government stampings.   Some foxing, mainly on 
the outside, otherwise very fi ne.   

 $50 

     

 3430* 
  Royal Navy joint stock certifi cate,   in Five per Cent Annuities, 
3 December 1817, for one thousand and eighty nine pounds 
two shillings and one penny, in name of Robert Carr 
Brackenbury Esq & The Revd Edward Brackenbury.   Small 
piece missing at top left corner, otherwise good very fi ne.   

 $150 

 Robert Carr Brackenbury (1752-1818), was a Methodist Minister and 
although never offi cially ordained he was appointed by John Wesley to be 
part of the 'Legal Hundred', who advised Wesley and provided guidance on 
the appointment of ministers. Wesley held his good friend Brackenbury in 
very high regard. He died on 11 August 1818 less than a year after acquiring 
the above annuity. The relationship to Rev Edward Brackenbury is unknown 
because Robert Brackenbury had no children. 

   3431 
  Great Britain,   Middlesex, Last Will and Testament dated 4 
March 1880 (died 4 days later on 8 March 1880) of Frederick 
Chittenden, Surveyor, of 81 York St in the Parish of Saint 
Marylebone, County of Middlesex leaving his estate to his 
spinster sister, Jane Elizabeth Chittenden, of Surrey who 
he also appointed as his executor, together with probate 
document and large paper impressed seal from Probate 
Division; another dated 12 December 1862 (died 2 March 
1866) of Edward Martin of Leatherhead, County of Surrey 
leaving his estate to his wife, Sarah Martin and appointing his 
wife and Emanuel Marter as executors, together with probate 
document and large paper impressed seal from Probate 
Division.   Both with ageing and foxing, very good.  (2)  

 $50 

   3432 
  Scotland,   Aberdeen, Minute of Agreement dated 6 October 
1846, a large, single paper document between John Blaikie, 
Advocate in Aberdeen as factor for and trustee for John 
Menzies of Pitfodels and Alexander Mathieson, cropper 
at Drumforskie, Aberdeen for lease of about ten acres on 
the hill at Drumforskie, signed by Alexander Mathieson, 
William Rae (clerk to law fi rm of John Blaikie & Smith) 
and witness, James Malcolm (writer), of interest is the use of 
interesting phrasing at that time for the timetable of paying 
rent, namely, 'payable at two terms in the year Whitsunday 
after sowing and Martinmas after reaping' (both times of the 
year relating to religious festivals); also Australia, NSW, Deed 
of Appointment dated 19 September 1900 of John Norman 
Starkey as trustee of the Will of John Thomas Starkey in 
lieu of Richard John Horner Jenkins, signed by all interested 
parties with witness signatures, and with affi xed duty stamps.   
The fi rst with a few small tears on folds and at edges and 
small loss of paper at edge and some light foxing, otherwise 
very good and interesting document, the second with heavy 
foxing on outside centre section, otherwise fi ne.  (2)  

 $70 

 John Menzies was the last of his staunchly Roman Catholic family. In 
1805 he started to sell off sections of the historic family estate of Pitfodels 
donating the money to charitable causes and on his death in 1843 much of 
the property was donated to the Catholic Church for its use. The castle that 
once dominated the estate no longer exists but the area is home to several 
magnifi cent mansions.

John Thomas Starkey of Berowra at Randwick, Sydney, NSW died on 21 
November 1892 at 41 years of age. 

   3433 
  Great Britain,   Middlesex, Indenture of Release and 
Disclaimer dated 21 November 1867, a large 2-page vellum 
document in respect of an annuity of £2,000 and indemnity 
in respect of an annuity of £60 respectively bequeathed by 
the Will of Sir J.W.Gordon Bart deceased and Release in 
respect of his real and personal estate, from Miss Gordon 
and Sir H.P.Gordon Bart to W.T.Longbourne Esq, signed 
under seal by H.P.Gordon and Julia E.Gordon and with 
witness signatures and affi xed duty stamps.   Some age toning 
on outside, otherwise very fi ne.   

 $100 

 Important document in respect of the Will of General Sir James Willoughby 
Gordon, 1st Baronet GCB, GCH (21 Oct 1772 - 4 Jan 1851), Baronet 
Gordon of Northcourt in the Isle of Wight from 1818, was Quartermaster-
General to the Forces. Sir James had an impressive military career. He was 
commissioned in 1783 to 66 Regiment of Foot, appointed Assistant Adjutant 
General in Ireland in 1795, in 1801 commanded 85 Regiment of Foot in 
Madeira and in the same year was appointed Deputy Adjutant General in 
the West Indies. He served as Aide de Camp and Military Secretary to the 
Duke of Kent before returning to England in 1803 to be appointed Assistant 
Quartermaster-General and the next year was Military Secretary to Prince 
Frederick, Duke of York and Albany, the Commander-in-Chief of the Forces. 
He was Commissary-in-Chief to the Forces from 1809 and appointed 
Lieutenant General in 1825 and then Quartermaster-General to the Forces 
from 1811 to 1851 and during this time he was promoted to full General 
on 23 November 1841. He had two children, a son, Henry Percy Gordon 
and a daughter, Julia Emily Gordon. Sir James died in 1851 and was buried 
in the family vault at Knighton on the Isle of Wight. 

   3434 
  Great Britain,   Islington, Indenture of Lease dated 21 October 
1854, a large 2-page vellum document between William City 
of 33 Penton Place, Pentonville in County of Middlesex, 
gentleman and Henry Fisher of Newington Causeway in 
County of Surrey for a Shop Messuage and premises at 20 
Hedge Row, Islington, gentleman, signed under seal by Wm 
City and with witness signature and affi xed duty stamps.   In 
excellent condition with minimal toning, good very fi ne.   

 $50 
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   3435 
  Great Britain,   Kent, Indenture of Mortgage dated 29 October 
1894, for lease and loan of money, a large vellum document 
marked at top inside fi rst title letter, Ford & Turner, Law 
Stationers, 77, Coleman St, London, E.C., a 99 year lease 
for two parcels of land on Elm Grove, Kingston on Thames 
and buildings thereon between Mrs Elizabeth Hughes of 
Lyndhurst Rd, Peckham, County of Kent, widow and Mrs 
Elizabeth Ellen Bennett of Cranleigh, Southborough Park, 
Surrey, wife of Sidney Baxter Bennett, gentleman, signed 
under seal by Elizabeth Hughes and with witness signature 
and affi xed duty stamp, also with duty stamped endorsement 
dated 26 December 1896 for conveyance of three Victoria 
cottages at 1, 2 and 3 Golden Lion Lane within the above 
indenture to William Coton.   A few small areas of foxing, 
otherwise good very fi ne.   

 $50 

     3436 
  Joseph Brotherton signature,   on an admission pass, a grey 
card (approx 16x11cm), handwritten in ink, 'Admit the 
Bearer to the Gallery of the House of Commons 10th March 
1837' and signed J Brotherton, at the bottom right edge is 
written 'Salford'.    Very fi ne.   

 $50 

 Joseph Brotherton (1783-1857) was a Member of British Parliament, the fi rst 
member for Salford, and a pioneering vegetarian. There is a statue erected 
in his honour at Manchester, England. 

   3437 
  Italy,   hand signed and printed document in Latin, with seal 
and title of Cardinal Respighi, Archpriest of the Basilica of 
St John Lateran, believed to be in relation to some religious 
relics, dated 11 January 1911.   Eight folds and paper splits 
on some, otherwise fi ne.   

 $50 

 The basilica of St John Lateran is the oldest of the four major Basilicas in 
the city. 

   3438 
  Germany,   twenty five year service award certificate 
(40x51cm), to Bruno Banfch in the Post and Telegraph Offi ce 
in Gorlitz, 28 May 1931, German text, brown on beige and 
two tone brown, vignette of German eagle at top, female 
fi gure at left holding scroll with German eagle, postal scales, 
ship, globe and steam train at bottom.   Large tear has been 
repaired with tape on back, otherwise very good.   

 $100 

   3439 
  Document,   In the Supreme Court of Van Diemen's Land, 
Hobart Town, 18th July 1843, to John Demer, late of Hobart 
Town, labourer, the charge of buggery.   With folds, some 
foxing and has been laminated, very fi ne.   

 $200 

     

 part

3440* 
  Tasmania Police Manual,   1858, Rules and Regulations for 
the Management and Guidance of the General Police Force 
of Tasmania, 49pp, on front cover is written, 'Constables 
Manual/May the 5 - 1864', inside front cover is written, 
'James Wilson/Chief Constable/Great Lake District/30th 
August 1867', below this to right, 'James Wilson/September 
1867/£27.10.8/District/District (?)', and on the inside of 
the back cover, 'James Wilson/Steps Police Station/District 
of South Longford/May 5 - 1864'; another Police Manual, 
1871, Rules and Regulations for the Government and 
Guidance of the General and Rural Municipal Police Force 
of Tasmania, 45pp, stamped in ink on fl y page, starting page 
and inside back cover with the signed name, 'M J Collins', 
with written note on page 39, both manuals printed by 
James Barnard, Government Printer, Tasmania.   Both with 
minor areas of foxing, the fi rst has one page torn and the 
last page missing bottom right corner not affecting the text 
other than printer's name, otherwise fi ne, the second with 
partially loose spine, otherwise very fi ne.  (2)  

 $100 

 James Wilson was born at Cumnock, Ayrshire, Scotland in 1837 and 
emigrated to Van Diemen's Land in 1858. Six years after arriving at 
Launceston he was appointed Chief Constable of the South Longford Police 
District on 14 March 1864. This area was later renamed the Great Lake 
Police District. A residence was erected at The Steppes in the area, so named 
by James Wilson after a small settlement near his former home at Glasgow. 
Later, in about 1888 another police house was built nearby to The Steppes 
property and Wilson moved with his growing family into this new property. 
Wilson continued his policing duties in the area until 31 December 1894 
when he was discharged as a result of a reduction in the police establishment 
numbers however he was re-appointed as a Special Constable on the 16th 
of January 1899 and continued to serve until his fi nal discharge on 30 June 
1903 due to his position being made redundant. James Wilson suffered a 
stroke and died on 2 September 1922. 

   3441 
  Wax seal,   for The Archdeacon of Van Diemen's Land.   Affi xed 
to cardboard, very fi ne.   

 $50 

 Van Diemen's Land was renamed Tasmania in 1856. The fi rst archdeacon of 
Van Diemen's Land was Reverend William Hutchins, appointed 1836 and 
died 1841. The Hutchins School, founded at Hobart in 1846, was named 
in his memory. 

With research. 
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   3442* 
  Captain's Appointment Document in a New Zealand 
Volunteer unit,   1879, named to Courtenay William Aylmer 
Thomas Kenny as Captain of the Picton Rifl e Rangers 
Volunteers, effective as from 4 September 1879, signed 
personally at top left by the Governor, (Sir) Hercules 
Robinson, and dated 4 December 1879 by His Excellency's 
Command, signed John Hall (Premier of NZ 8/101879-
21/4/1882) and at the left corner signed as registered in 
Defence Offi ce by Acting Under-Secretary H E Reader LtCol, 
attached to the document is a large impressed paper seal 
(1852-81) (65mm), designed by Benjamin Wyon and features 
a churchman on the left and a Maori chief on the right 
separated by a cross and scales representing justice, above 
and between them is the British Royal arms, legend, 'Victoria 
D.G. Brittanniarum Regina F.D.' at the top and 'Islands Of 
New Zealand' at the bottom.   The seal in excellent condition, 
foxing on the document, folds, otherwise very fi ne.   

 $100 

 Courtenay William Alymer Thomas Kenny was born in India to a serving 
British Indian Army offi cer. He was educated in England as was his Scottish 
born wife, also with a father serving in the Indian Army. He himself later 
served in the British Army fi rstly as an Ensign rising to the rank of Captain 
with the 88th Regiment of Foot (Connaught Rangers) (the Devil's Own) with 
service in the Crimean War and then transferred to the 94th Regiment of 
Foot (formerly Scotch Brigade). He and his wife emigrated to New Zealand 
arriving at Port Nicholson on 23 December 1856 where he established a rural 
property, Lochmara Run, in Queen Charlotte Sound at Double Cove Bay, 
renamed Lochmara Bay in 1857. He later farmed a property, The Rocks, at 
Double Cove. He was founding Captain of Marlborough Volunteers 1860-
61 then Marlborough Commissioner of Crown Lands 1862-66. He was 
elected as representative of Picton electorate from 1866 until 1881 when he 
retired. During this time he was also appointed Captain and Commander of 
the Picton Rifl e Rangers being a unit of the Marlborough Rifl e Corps. He 
was appointed to the New Zealand Legislative Council on 15 May 1885 
and served until his death on 12 December 1905. 

   3443 
  Australia,   Melbourne, 188-, calling card (cabinet photo 
size 92x60mm), for Mr J.E.Tepper, Sands & McDougall, 
photograph of Tepper on one side.   Very fi ne.   

 $50 

 Sands and McDougall started publishing as Sands and Kenny and in 1857 
produced their fi rst Melbourne Directory. In 1862 the company became 
Sands and McDougall and continued to publish their directory every year 
until 1974. They also printed early private bank notes and Melbourne tram 
tickets in the 1800s. 

   3444 
  Australia,   Commonwealth Inaugural Celebrations, Monday 
7th January 1901, invitation to a picnic at Kurnel (sic) by 
the Government of New South Wales to Parliamentary 
and Judicial Visitors, opens out to show Menu; Offi cial 
Programme for re-enactment of Landing of Captain Cook, 
R.N., at Botany Bay, on Monday, 7th January, 1901, opens 
out to reveal details of the original event that occurred at 
Kurnell and the names of actors involved in the re-enactment.   
Both documents with foxing, otherwise fi ne - very fi ne.  (2)  

 $50 

   3445 
  Documents to R.Welby,   Fitter, Australasian Society of 
Engineers NSW Branch member's card, 16 Dec 1919 with 
one receipt; Society Rules and Regulations book, 1917; 
Pence Card (Annual Dues) for 1913 (blue), 1914 (red); New 
South Wales Government Railways and Tramways Electrical 
Branch Annual Picnic, Family Ticket, September 18th, 1905; 
Tracing of portion 56 in the Parish of Termeil County of St 
Vincent applied for by Arthur E. Charles Welby, surveyed 
21st July 1886, stamped by Land Board Offi ce Sydney; also 
AMP Society annual bonus certifi cate for 1919 year for one 
hundred pounds to J S White; various horse racing betting 
tickets, noted tickets from A.Negus and Bill Langham (14).   
Mostly fi ne - very fi ne.  (22)  

 $50 

 Parish of Termeil County of St Vincent is the NSW South Coast area. 

   3446 
  Unions,   a selection of rule books, entrance cards and 
publicity material for various unions, rule books (23), 
entrance cards (9), publicity material stickers etc (lot), also 
a copy of the Railway & Tramway Gazette, January 20, 
1939.   Mostly fi ne - very fi ne.  (lot)  

 $50 

   3447 
  Victoria,   miners rights for two shillings and sixpence, issued 
at Ballarat, 19 August 1899, 6 August 1902, 4 November 
1910, 5 April 1911, 5 September 1912, 2nd April 1917.   
Mostly very fi ne - extremely fi ne.  (6)  

 $120 
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 part

3448* 
  Hobart Town,   used cheque forms, bound in three albums, 
dating from 1830 to 1848, the fi rst album contains Cashier 
of the Bank of Van Diemen's Land, from 1830 (approx 
160), the second album Cashier of the Commercial Bank, 
1839-1842 (approx 500) and the third album also Cashier 
of the Commercial Bank 1845-1848 (approx 380), all 
cheques signed by G. (Gamaliel) Butler.   Good - very fi ne.  
(approx 1040)  

 $5,000 

 Together with a letter from The English, Scottish & Australian Bank Limited, 
Hobart, dated 13 November 1967, addressed to C.T.Butler, Esq., Butler, 
McIntyre & Butler, 22 Murray St., Hobart, thanking him for loaning the 
second album for show to senior bankers. 

     

 3449 
  Union Bank of Australia,   Third of Exchange bank draft 
to William Grubb for £66.18.7, issued at Launceston, 6th 
March 1852, at 6 percent discount, signed over on back to 
Josh Beaumouth.   Very fi ne.   

 $100 
 Ex Alan McRae Collection. 

   3450 
  Bank of New South Wales,   cheques on printed forms (2), 
plain paper (1) for Cowra Branch 1887, and Toowoomba, 
1868, also Commercial Banking Company of Sydney, printed 
form drawn on Canowindra branch, 1889.   Fine - very fi ne.  
(4)  

 $100 
 Ex Alan McRae Collection. 

   3451 
  Cheques,   in two albums, 1880-1919 issues, various banks, 
to Johnston & Wilnott, Launceston (one for Bundaberg with 
duty stamps), unsigned Bank of Australasia Adelaide 191- for 
the Druids. (2).   Fine - extremely fi ne.  (101)  

 $200 
 Ex W.J.D.Mira Collection. 

   3452 
  Cheque book,   c1900, generic, hard covered and bound 
(260x100mm), two used with stubs remaining, the others 
(91) in situ.   Fine.   

 $50 

   3453 
  Tooth and Co Limited,   Kent Brewery cheque, drawn on the 
Bank of New South Wales, 30th June 1921 with 2d duty 
stamp affi xed (2), another dated 17th November 1921 with 
embossed 2d duty, also a defaced copper plate or seal that 
made the embossing.   Very fi ne.  (3)  

 $100 
 Ex Alan McRae Collection. 

   3454 
  Government Savings Bank of New South Wales,   cheque 
form, 192-, signed Eliza Nichols, vignette at left edge and 
printer's name, Bloxham & Chambers Ltd.   Folds, age toned, 
otherwise nearly very fi ne.   

 $50 

 Eliza Nichols was born at the village of Stone in Buckinghamshire, England. 
She came to Australia in 1849 and married William Nichols in the same year 
at East Maitland, NSW. She lived at Bishop's Bridge, Maitland for nearly 
sixty years. Her husband predeceased her and for the last two years of her 
life she lived with her son, Herbert Nichols, at Oswald near Lochinvar. She 
died on 27 April 1920 at her son's home at the age of 89 and was buried at 
the small Bishop's Bridge Cemetery. The above blank cheque was no doubt 
signed by her and given to her son to use if needed as he was her carer. 
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   3455 
  Muswellbrook,   coupon vouchers, c1930s (see example, 
Leichardt MVR p42) five green coupons, Penrith; ten, 
Arnotts, Corpiun Store, Mrs Henderson, A.Weidman, Any 
Fruiterer and Greengrocer, Any Food Store.   Frail with some 
damage, otherwise fi ne or better and rare.  (7)  

 $100 

   3456 
  Bank of New South Wales travellers cheque display board 
unused;   Hong Kong Thomas Cook set of four travellers 
cheques; Australian paintings specimen stamp folder issues 
(2); Telecom Calendars 1991 and 1992, featuring coloured 
banknote images from Vort-Ronald collection (2); collection 
of sixteen medallions for Shell 'Man in Flight'.   In packs of 
issue, uncirculated.  (7)  

 $50 

     

 3457* 
  Merchant National Bank of Boston,   cheque no.769 dated 
January 6, 1873 for Twenty thousand dollars, made out 
and signed personally by T.Jefferson Coolidge for Lawrence 
Man'g Co., stamped on back, 'Pay through Boston Clearing 
House Jan 7 1873, printed by Hooper, Lewis & Co. Boston.   
Cancellation hole in centre and pin holes, some small loss of 
paper at edges, otherwise crisp extremely fi ne.   

 $250 

 Thomas Jefferson Coolidge (1831-1920) was a descendent of the 1630 
Merchant class of Boston and Thomas Jefferson, the United States' 2nd 
President and writer of the Declaration of Independence. He was also related 
to US President Calvin Coolidge and a director of the largest textile mill in 
the world at the time and then at Lawrence Manufacturing Co.   

With research. 

   3458 
  North Broken Hill Limited,   share certifi cates, 1923 for 
twelve shares (No 1651) and two shares (No 1650), fi fty 
shares, 1924 (No 1776), fi fty shares, 1925 (No.7805) and 
1926 (No 10607), also one hundred shares, 1941 (No 
A11053).   Fine - extremely fi ne.  (6)  

 $100 

   3459 
  China,   bonds, with portrait of Sun Yat Sen brown No.590192 
(5 yuan) and yellow No.26939 (10 yuan).   Very fi ne.  (2)  

 $70 

    

  

 3460* 
  Tattersall's Melbourne Cup Sweepstakes,   Monster Cash 
Prize Consultation application form for five shillings 
ticket for Melbourne Cup run at Flemington November 7, 
1899; also another for Grand National Hurdle Race run 
at Flemington July 8, 1899.   The fi rst with centre fold, the 
second with centre fold and there is a short tear on this at 
bottom edge, a few very light foxing marks on back of fi rst, 
otherwise both fresh and extremely fi ne.  (2)  

 $100 
 With research on 1899 Melbourne Cup. 

   3461 
  Australia,   Melbourne bookmaker betting tickets (4), 
1960s, includes printed tickets for S.W.Beaver (no.393), 
W. (Bill) Hannah (no.116), Geo. Jeffries (no.860) and 
W.O'Dea (no.638); Belgium, share certifi cates for Verreries 
Des Hamendes (Glassworks of Hamendes), in the town of 
Jumet, black and green print, each for 15,500 of series A 
and 32,000 of series B with a nominal value of 300 francs, 
Nos 14332-14338 and 14390, issued c1950s, with offi cial 
stamp imprints and dividend vouchers 55-60 attached to each 
(total certifi cates 8); also India, Tonk State legal documents 
(9), c1930s, approx A4 size with printed heading, mostly 
handwritten and with offi cial stampings.   Very good - very 
fi ne.  (21)  

 $70 

 Tonk State was a princely state of India at the time of the British Raj and 
the only state of Rajasthan with a Muslim ruling dynasty. 

   3462 
  Conductor's bell punch for tram tickets,   c1900, No.B4450, 
barrel engraved M.T.O.Co.; together with a Cambio coin 
change holder dispenser, maker Cambio, Sweden, No.15230.   
Very good - very fi ne.  (2)  

 $150 
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 part

3463* 
  Dept of Road Transport &   Tramways, NSW, a large 
collection of staff tickets from many different tramlines 
includes Narrabeen Line (3); Neutral Bay Line (4); 
Northbridge Line (3); Taronga Park Line (4); other lines 
include Lane Cove, La-Perouse, Watsons Bay (6), Waverley-
Randwick (3), Zetland, Dowling Street to Waterloo Junction 
(8), Waratah (2), Wallsend Line (4), all tickets different for 
use to different junctions, depots, loops, terminus, avenues 
etc.   Very fi ne - uncirculated, a rare group.  (42)  

 $130 

   3464 
  Sydney Harbour Bridge Celebrations,   1932-1982, souvenir 
tickets, 2d (0333); 4d (0418); 5o Years of Government Bus 
Services, 1932-1982, 2d (0784); 6d (0838).   Extremely fi ne 
- uncirculated.  (4)  

 $80 

   3465 
  Westpac,   200 The Westpac Story, 2017, 301pp, illustrated 
throughout, hardbound with dust jacket and cover.   
Extremely fi ne.   

 $80 

     

 3466* 
  Thomas Edison signature,   in ink on cheque number 323 of 
Savings Investment & Trust Company of East Orange, for 
Edison Botonic Research Corporation, West Orange, N.J., 
dated Feb 10 1928 (date stamped) for $3.00 payable to 
Eastman Kodak Co., written in a separate hand and signed by 
Thos Edison as President and J. Miller as Treasurer, and with 
bank stamp, on back is a Pay to Order bank stamp, punch 
hole cancelled 'PAID/+2 17 28/55-158'.   Crisp, bisecting 
vertical fold, a couple of diagonal creases slightly affecting 
signature, otherwise fi ne.   

 $600 

 With certifi cate of authenticity of RR Auction.

Thomas Alva Edison (1847 - 1931) was an American inventor and 
businessman. He developed many devices that greatly infl uenced life around 
the world, including the phonograph, the motion picture camera, and a long-
lasting, practical electric light bulb. He was such a prolifi c inventor that he 
held 1,093 patents in his name. 

     

 3467* 
  Sir Edmund Hillary - George Lowe autographs in ink,   on a 
piece of manila envelope, signed above two New Zealand 
health issue stamps featuring Mt Aspiring and above in a 
cloud is Everest, a rare personally autographed item given 
during the Sole New Zealand Post Everest Climb Tour signed 
by the newly knighted Sir Edmund Hillary and his best mate 
'We knocked "The Bastard Off" guy', W.G.Lowe, and dated 
'At Timaru 24/8/53'.   Extremely fi ne and rare.   

 $200 

 There is a lengthy lag between the date this was autographed on 24 August 
1953 and the offi cial Post Offi ce release of the above stamps on 4 October 
1954. The recipient knowing the two were in Timaru for a lecture at the 
NZ Alpine Club as part of their lecture tour got the autographs and then 
added the stamps when they were released.

With research. 

     

 3468* 
  Isadora Duncan,   American 'Mother of Modern Dance', 
Union Postale Universelle Russie postcard, in b&w, with 
Isadora Duncan written in pencil on reverse in both English 
and Russian, with impressed Russian text stamping at 
bottom right corner.   A few spots of colour loss, otherwise 
fi ne and scarce.   

 $100 
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 3469* 
  The Beatles autographs,   1964, on a Qantas Empire Airways 
postcard, written on back of the card, 'To Barbara With All 
My Loving' and signed by each of the Beatles.   Crease in card, 
otherwise very fi ne and rare.   

 $1,500 

 'Barbara', was a hostess on the Qantas fl ight that brought The Beatles to 
Australia during their 1964 world tour and they endorsed and autographed 
the card for her. 

   3470 
  Saddam Hussein signature,   in blue ink on an official, 
untranslated document typed in Arabic (approx 21x30cm), 
c1990s, at top is a printed eagle with shield device and with a 
patterned border to the page.   Small fi le holes to right margin, 
rough top edge, otherwise fi ne, clean condition.   

 $300 

 With certifi cate of authenticity of RR Auction.

Saddam Hussein Abd al-Majid al-Tikriti (28 April 1937 - 30 December 
2006) was President of Iraq from 16 July 1979 until 9 April 2003. Under 
his rule Iran and Kuwait were invaded resulting in hundreds of thousands 
of deaths and he was dubbed 'Butcher of Baghdad'. In 2003, a coalition led 
by the U.S. invaded Iraq to depose Saddam and following his capture on 13 
December 2003, his trial took place under the Iraqi Interim Government. 
On 5 November 2006, he was convicted by an Iraqi court of crimes against 
humanity related to the 1982 killing of 148 Iraqi Shi'a and sentenced to death 
by hanging. His execution was carried out on 30 December 2006. 

 


